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concepts further as well as to perform

the magic tricks themselves. Chil
dbrens Television Workshop is encour
aging children to become involved in
mathematics, rather than to behave

like passive sponges.
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sports commentaries, and even station
breaks.
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still be
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From the information now availchildren, teachers, and others will find
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"Square One TV" fun to watch and a
worthwhile adjunct to the middle
school mathematics classroom.[l
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A Way Out of the Textbook
for the total school community-stuDilemma
dents, teachers, and parents. Yet this is
Real science for K-12 students exists only one of many STS projects at this
when their curiosity is piqued by school.
problems and when they raise questions about them Students need to be 2 East Douglas Elementaryt School,
active detectives, debaters, analyzers, East Hamilton Ave., P.O. Box 1028,
interpreters, hypothesizers, and prob- Douglas, WY 82633 (307) 358-3502
lem solvers Thev need to see the (Robert Pesicka).
Anchorage School District, 4600 Depower of direct observation, the neBarr Ave. P.O. Box 196614. Anchorcessitv of relying on expert informa
tion, and the use of evidence in resolv- age, AK 9951' (907) 269-2274 (Emma
Walton)
ing questions
Both these schools began with the
Expert information can come from a
smorgasbord of written sources (in- Elementary Science Study , (ESS)
cluding many different textbooks) as
well as from people practicing science
within or near the community. All
these sources should provide different
perceptions, interpretations, and viewpoints.
The science/technologv/society (STS)
approach to teaching science uses local issues, questions, and problems as
a starting point, then gets students
involved in exploring and formulating
explanations or possible solutions to
issues in their own neighborhood.
Rustum Roy, director of the National
Science Foundation project, has called
STS the science education megatrend
for the remainder of the twentieth
century.
The National Science Teachers Association has mounted searches for
transportable exemplars programs
across the entire t.S. that use STS
approaches (Penick and MeinhardPellens 1984, Yager 1983). For example:
I Green Acres School District, 966
Bostwick Ln., Santa Cruz, CA 95062.
Here students apply science and
technology to their everyday environment by planting and cultivating vegetables in a central garden, then cooking and learning about the chemical
reactions involved in cooking. One
result has been changed eating habits
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YAGER AND CONNIE MUTHER
hands-on, discovery-based science materials, then added a central materials
supply and delivery system and teacher training program, effectively solving
the three most critical problems encountered with any handson elementary science program. Wyoming goes
beyond this published program by
challenging students to solve real
problems within the community.
3. Newu Lincoln School, 210 East 77th
St., New York. NY 10021 (212) 8799200 (Irma Jarcho).
Wausau West Higb School, 1200
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